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Overview of the SPEL System 

1. BACKGROUND 
The starting signal for the development of the SPEL System was the request by the European Commission 
(the Directorate-General for Agriculture) for up-to-date information on the current situation and short-term 
development of agricultural income in the European Union (EU) Member States and EU as a whole. To 
meet this demand, the Statistical Office of the European Communities (Eurostat) took the decision for the 
development of an appropriate agricultural model. One of the main targets set by Eurostat was for the 
model to be so user-friendly that after its development, testing and implementation in Eurostat, it could be 
constantly updated and used for forecasts and policy-related analyses. 

After a short review and check of the agricultural statistics it became immediately clear that intensive work 
on the database was necessary to ensure sufficient comparability between the EU Member States and 
consistency between the different domains of statistics. 

Therefore, the first few years' work had to be invested in the design of a concept for an integrated 
information and model system and its peacemeal realization. This work started in 1980 and was carried out 
by a research group at Bonn University in close collaboration with Eurostat under the project title "Sectoral 
Production and Income Model for Agriculture" (which in German yields the acronym SPEL). 

This work on the database resulted in the Base System (SPEL/EU-BS), which combines different sources 
of data, contains an agriculturally differentiated and consistent ex-post depiction of the structure, intensity 
and use of agricultural output and income generation in the agricultural sectors of the EU Member States, 
and is consistent, in its totals, with the Economic Accounts for Agriculture (EAA). 

In the past and during the current work on extending the system to cover new Member States, the design of 
the SPEL System has proved its worth, the Base System being a useful tool for drawing on the cooperation 
of the statisticians and experts from the countries involved, especially in the ex-post depiction. 

At present the SPEL/EU System comprises the agricultural sectors of the 12 EU Member States1 and the 
EU as a whole. Time series for the model system have been established back to the year 1973 and are 
available to interested parties under the designation SPEL/EU Data. Continous updates of these data are 
performed by Eurostat. 

The SPEL/EU Data serve as a basis for the Short-term Forecast and Simulation System (SPEL/EU-
SFSS), the development of which was started in 1984. In accordance with Eurostat's terms of reference, it 
was designed for diagnosing the current income situation, forecasting short-term developments and 
simulating the short-term impacts of agricultural price and income policies. Over the years, the SPEL/EU 
System has been extended to include a component for depicting consumption of agricultural products 
outside the agricultural sector. The SFSS was installed at Eurostat, Luxembourg and has several 
applications per year. 

The successful implementation of the short-term model led to requests for a tool for medium-term forecasts 
and simulations of the effects of agricultural policy decisions. A highly simplified initial version of a Medium-
term Forecast and Simulation System (SPEL/EU-MFSS/1) was created in a crash programme for the 
European Commission's "Green Paper" in 1985 (COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 1985). This 
was expanded in subsequent years to produce an improved second version, the SPEL/EU-MFSS/2, and 
finally the current version of the SPEL/EU-MFSS. 

1 Work on the Inclusion of the three new Member States, Austria, Finland and Sweden, in the system is now under way and should 
be completed by the summer of 1996. 
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At the same time as the modelling system has been extended, it has become necessary to extend and 

modify the basic structure of the SPELSystem. With the accession of the new southern Member States, 

the set of "Mediterranean" production activities had to be further broken down and supplemented. There 

was also a need to elaborate the feed module and improve the procedures for allocating input to the 

different production activities. All these extensions and improvements are contained in the present version 

of the SPEL/EU System, which thus represents a comprehensive policy information system. 

After completion and testing, all models of the SPEL System have been implemented at Eurostat in 

Luxembourg where a special SPELgroup has been established, responsible for the maintenance, 

updating and application of the SPEL/EU System. 

2. AIMS AND BASIC CONCEPT 

As mentioned in the introduction, the main aims of the SPEL System can be summarized as follows: 

 checking of the consistency of Eurostat's agricultural statistics, 

 monitoring and diagnosis of the current situation in the agricultural sectors of the EU Member States, 

 expost analyses of sectoral developments, 

 short and mediumterm forecasts and policy simulations of the effects of agricultural policy decisions. 

The methodological concept of the SPEL/EU System is based on experience from different types of 

agricultural sector modelling, but while most modelling work involves methodological experimentation and 

academic exercises, SPEL is different, the mandate being to establish a modelling system for the European 

Commision to be implemented by Eurostat in Luxembourg. 

Figure 1: Alternative Approaches to Model Based Policy Consultation 
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These requirements have largely influenced the basic concept and structure of the SPEL System; it is 
designed as a tool for policy-oriented analyses, forecasts and simulations, which can be used in dialogues 
with policy-makers and administrators. 

The long-standing co-operation between Eurostat and policy-makers has led to a modelling approach which 
is different in principle from the traditional one: in the traditional (academic) approach the data are taken 
as a given set of numerical information. Econometric techniques are applied to estimate the model's 
parameters and to produce forecasts and impact analyses for policy measures. Usually, a selected number 
of parameter estimates and model results are published and/or presented to policy-makers (Figurei). 

The SPEL approach, on the other hand, is characterized by mutual interaction between model-builders 
and statisticians or policy-makers. The volume and quality of statistical data are not taken as final (from the 
outset) but subjected to consistency checks and critical studies which frequently highlight shortcomings. 
These may lead to jointly agreed revisions of existing statistics, and proposals for amendments and 
conceptual changes to statistics. Furthermore, the formulation of policy scenarios and interpretation of 
results are not done in a single process but in the course of a multi-stage reciprocal trade-off. 

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPEL APPROACH 
This basic approach constitutes the main orientation for the design of the SPEL System. Some general 
features can be mentioned regarding its methodology and technical structure: 

- Modular approach: 
The system as a whole is designed so that the individual components (sub-systems) can be developed, 
tested, continuously updated and implemented on a shared cooperation basis. The system's recursive 
structuring ensures that the individual sub-systems can be flexibly interlinked to deal with the specific 
problem concerned. 

- Intelligibility and transparency: 
The modular approach makes it easier to understand how the system components interact, even for the 
non-specialist. Furthermore, the system is designed in such a way that the resultant variables (together 
with each intermediate step) can be traced back to the original data sources and the underlying 
hypotheses and assumptions. This means that users of the model and those involved in policy 
discussions are able to understand how the results were arrived at. 

Another feature common to all sub-models is the activity-based accounting approach: 

- The activity-based approach: 
This allows the agricultural sector and its interfaces with the other parts of the economy to be depicted in 
a differentiated manner. The breakdown into agricultural production activities2 allows yields, expenditure 
and cultivated areas, etc. to be depicted separately. Specific technological features of agricultural 
production and interdependence between the different activities can be taken into account in forecasts 
and simulations. The advantages of this approach become apparent in ex-post depictions (especially 
when new Member States are to be included), when taking account of experts' knowhow in forecasts 
and simulations and including complex agricultural policy instruments (premium payments, set-aside 
measures, etc.) in the system. 

- The accounting-based approach: 
Strict compliance with the accounting-based approach guarantees consistency in respect of both 
physical and monetary flows, as well as comparability of results on the basis of the definitions used in 
the Economic Accounts for Agriculture (EAA) (e.g. net value added at factor cost as the central income 
indicator). 

2 A listing of production activities, agricultural products and input items Is given in the annex. 
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In order to accommodate these features, the SPEL System has quite simple, recursive structures within 
and between its different components (sub-systems). 

4. CONCEPT OF THE ACTIVITY-BASED TABLE OF 
ACCOUNTS AND MATRIX OF ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS 

The different system parts or models of the SPEL/EU System provide individual results within a common 
consistent, activity-based accounting framework. 

This accounting framework is based on the principles of the system of national accounts and Economic 
Accounts for Agriculture (EAA), thus ensuring consistency for physical and monetary flows and 
comparability on the basis of EAA definitions. 

The activity-based approach is the most important feature of the SPEL/EU System since it allows 
characteristic features of the agricultural production process (yields, cultivated areas, etc.) and the interplay 
between the different production activities to be taken into account. In addition, the intrasectoral flows 
between production activities can be included (gross flows), whereas in the EAA only intersectoral flows 
(net flows) are covered. However, after the aggregation of all production activities in the agricultural sector, 
the sum of the consolidated gross flows is equal to the sum of the net flows, i.e. the resultant gross value 
added is equivalent to that of the EAA. 

4.1. Identity System of the Activity-Based Table of Accounts 
The "Activity-Based Table of Accounts" (ABTA) -stems from a merging of the activity-based approach 
with the accounting framework, in other words, from the differentiation of production activities within the 
accounting framework. This is depicted in Figure2. 

At first glance the general presentation of the ABTA looks rather complicated because output, inputs and 
activities have to be considered simultaneously. If each production activity produced just one output, the 
model structure (and its notation) would be much simpler. The ABTA could then be presented with the 
same structure as a conventional input-output table. 

The ABTA presented in Figure2 has to be read as follows: 

- the columns of the table present the output generation and input use of production activities, as well as 
different types of "use activities"; 

- the rows present output balances or input balances. 

All variables are defined in value terms: e.g. XGy presents the quantity of output j , produced by production 
activity i, which is multiplied by the average producer price, PGj, to arrive at the corresponding production 
value. 
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Figure 2: Identity System of the Activity-Based Table of Accounts 
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Interpretation of different aspects of the ABTA 

The different aspects of the ABTA can be interpreted as follows. 

• In the upper section the rows of the ABTA show the output generation of the different production 
activities and its use for the different purposes: intrasectoral uses (seed, animal feed, calves etc., 
changes in stocks on farms, human consumption on farms), and intersectoral uses (sales). Intersectoral 
sales are further subdivided, according to an additional "demand component", into subgroups 
(processing, industrial use, human consumption, changes in stocks, losses). The sum of the generated 
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values of outputs has to be equal to the sum of the values of uses for each individual product and all 
products as a whole. Accordingly, the rows in the lower section of the ABTA present the generation of 
inputs (within the agricultural sector and purchases from other sectors) and their uses in agricultural 
production processes3. 

The columns of the ABTA show the gross production value, the value of intermediate inputs and, as a 
residual, the gross value added at market prices for different production activities and, after aggregation, 
for the agricultural sector as a whole. 

4.2. ABTA Components 

Since most agricultural products and some inputs are fairly homogeneous they can be measured in 
physical units (tons). Therefore, it makes sense also to establish the output and input balances of the ABTA 
in physical terms. The content of these balances is similar to that of the "Supply Balance Sheets" (as 
published by Eurostat). 

If both the physical and valued components of the ABTA are established, it is possible to derive a set of 
average producer and purchase prices (unit values) by dividing the value variables by the corresponding 
physical quantity variables. A schematic representation of the correlation between these physical and 
valued components is given in Figure3. 

Figure 3: Schematic Representation of the Activity-Based Table of Accounts 
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The possibility of using physical input and output balances and correlations is of crucial importance for 
empirical specification by means of the Base Model and the Forecast and Simulation Systems. For 
specifying the ABTA it is particularly important that various types of statistical data, technical information 
and experts' judgment can be incorporated, and that plausibility and consistency checks can be carried out. 

For a differentiation of input items see Annex A,3 Input Items. 
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4.3. Derivation of the Matrix of Activity Coefficients 

If the output generation or input use are placed in relation to the scope of production activities, a matrix of 
output and input coefficients can be derived from the ABTA identity system (Figure3). This "Matrix of 
Activity Coefficients" (MAC) can be based on physical or valued ABTA components. 

Figure 4: Identity System of the Matrix of Activity Coefficients 
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Figure 4 shows the identity system derived from the ABTA. In it, LEVEL is the production activity level 
vector, for crop products it is the area in hectares used to generate the output and for animal products the 
number of head. 
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The MAC output generation sector contains the output activity coefficients broken down by products for 
each output activity unit. The MAC input use sector contains the input activity coefficients per input item of 
each production activity unit. 

With the definitions given in Figure4, the output and input quantities of the ABTA can be traced back to the 
output and input coefficients and to the levels of production activities: 

Output: XG¡j = XMGU LEVEL¡ 

Input: YU i h = YMU¡ n LEVEL¡ 

where: XG 
XMG 
LEVEL 
YU 
YMU 
i 
h 

Output Generation, ABTA, physical component, 
Output Generation, MAC, physical component, 
Production activity level, 
Input Use, ABTA, physical component, 
Input Use, MAC, physical component, 
Subscript, production activity, ABTA (i=(1, ..., n)), 
Subscript, input items, ABTA, (h=(m+1, ..., M)). 

This makes it possible, for example, to explain the development of crop production by both yield and 
acreage development, which is especially important for forecasts and simulations of the effects of 
agricultural policy decisions. 

Within the ABTA and MAC, there are currently 49 agricultural production activities, 58 products and 32 
input items, all of which are listed in an annex to this documentation. 

5. THE SPEL/EU SYSTEM 

In its modular design, the SPEL/EU System consists of the following interrelated parts: 

- the Base System (BS), 

- the Short-term Forecast and Simulation System (SFSS), and 

- the Medium-term Forecast and Simulation System (MFSS). 

In the following sections these system parts are discussed briefly (Figure 5). For further information on their 
technical implementation, referto ZINTL, GREUEL (1995a). 

5.1. Base System (SPEL/EU-BS) 

The aim of the Base System is to produce a set of consistent and plausible data for ex-post depiction of the 
EU's agricultural sectors based on original statistical data. This set of consistent and plausible data 
(SPEL/EU Data) is the basis for ex-post analyses of sectoral developments (productivity, prices, income 
generation etc.) and for the SPEL/EU System's forecasting and simulation systems. The Base System is 
also used for checking the consistency of and harmonising Eurostat's agricultural statistics. 
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Figure 5: Modules of the SPEL/EU System 
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5.1.1. Design and Structure 

The Base System comprises the Data Preparation and Base Model system parts: 

• The common shortcomings of statistical material make systematic data preparation work necessary 
before statistical data can be used in the Base Model. 

• The Base Model (BM) combines the different types of information (official statistics, farm sample data, 
calculation data etc.) in order to depict the production structure and physical and monetary flows within 
the agricultural sector as well as demand for agricultural products outside the agricultural sector 
(comparable to the traditional input-output model). 

The Base Model, like the other system parts, is based on the Activity-Based Table of Accounts (ABTA) 
which has been described above. 
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Data from official statistics cannot normally be used by the Base Model (BM) without being checked or 
preprocessed to ensure consistency. Input and output coefficients, production activity levels and input and 
output prices, supply balance sheets and accounting data have to be derived gradually in an iterative 
process, making use of various categories of data and applying consistency and plausibility checking 
procedures. Such work requires much imagination and care, and is very time-consuming. 

In order to keep procedures within the Base System systematic and intelligible, the information used 
(mainly statistical material) is prepared in groups. 

5.1.2. Data Categories and Preparation 

A precondition for any modelling work is adequate preparation of the database. Because of the well-known 
deficiencies of statistical material, original statistics need to undergo intensive preliminary treatment. This is 
especially true for the SPEL/EU-BM, for which a broad range of statistical material from the Member States 
has to be given a consistent format, and for which continuous time series need to be established for all 
variables from 1973 onwards. Therefore it has to be stressed once more that data preparation (including 
completion of time series) for the Base System (SPEL/EU-BS) was (and still is) an important and time-
consuming task. 

Data categories 

The Base Model cannot be specified directly on the basis of official statistical data. Instead, various sources 
of data have to be used. The following categories are applied according to the origin of data and their 
treatment in the numerical specification procedure: 

• Original statistical data (OD) 
These data are regarded as "core data" for the purposes of data processing and consistency 
computations. They are taken from official agricultural statistics (mainly Eurostat). When the 
SPEL/EU data are being established, these data form the pattern to be followed by other data. 

• Semi-original statistical data (SD) 
These data are based on original statistics, but are adjusted to ensure consistency and 
completeness within basic SPEL/EU data (e.g. inputs in the SPEL/EU System). 

• Calculation data (CD) 
This category comprises technical and management data - a collection of coefficients and 
parameters which are used primarily to break down aggregated statistical values (mostly OD) into 
their components. This category is mainly used for production or product-based ratios. 

For example, in the SPEL/EU data base the fertilizer input for the whole sector is allocated to the 
different crop input activities according to their nutritional requirements. The output-based feed 
requirements per animal are calculated on the basis of feed requirement function parameters. 

• Residual data (RD) 
Residual data can be obtained by resolving a system of defining identities containing all the other 
established elements. They can then be compared with comparable independent figures, where 
available, and plausibility checks carried out (e.g. unit values are compared with market prices, or 
gross value added at market prices per activity unit with gross value added derived from farm 
accountancy data). 

Data preparation 

Problems of data extraction, compilation and completion are treated in detail in the SPEL/EU System 
supplements, the "Methodological Documentation" (cf. WOLF 1995, Parts 1 and 2) and in particular the 
"Technical Documentation" (ZINTL, GREUEL 1995b). It can generally be said that about 1 500 items of data 
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are needed for a Member State's agricultural sector in one year. Therefore a SPEL/EU data updating 
operation involves the use of about 400 000 items of data for EUR 12 for the 22 year period. 

In the following section, only a few areas of data preparation work will be mentioned to indicate the type of 
problems to be solved: 

- Input errors: 
Systematic checks are necessary, even for official statistics. Formal computerized checking procedures 
have been developed to support plausibility assessment. 

- Incomplete time-series: 
This is a problem to which special attention has to be given at all work stages, from system development 
to routine updating and use. It includes the procedures to be applied for missing data and changes in 
definitions. Formal computerized checking and completion procedures have been developed for this 
case too, mainly based on regression analysis. 

- Lack of data: 
In some areas the required statistical data are not available at all. It is then necessary to close the data 
gaps by appropriate ways and means (use of correlations with closely related available data, 
calculations and technical data, farm accountancy data etc.) depending on the problem. At all events, 
these procedures are well documented and copies can be obtained by the user. 

In spite of the many processing stages mentioned, it has to be stated that the accuracy of the SPEL/EU 
data (resulting from the Base Model) depends on the quality of the original statistics from which about 80 % 
of the data are derived. 

All information processing is carried out by Eurostat. Apart from available documents, the user can obtain 
all necessary information on the origin and treatment of the individual time series from Eurostat. 

If inaccuracies or inconsistencies are detected in statistics at the data preparation stage or by users of the 
SPEL/EU data, the information is passed on to the relevant statistical authorities by Eurostat. 

5.1.3. Status and Application 

The results of the Base System (SPEL/EU data) are available for all the Member States (EUR 12) and for 
EUR 12 as a whole from 1973. The five new Lander of the Federal Republic of Germany are included from 
1990 so that the time series for Germany and hence for EUR 12, too, are interrupted from 1989 to 1990. 

The Base System's accuracy of depiction has been further improved as a result of the expansions carried 
out in the past few years in the sectors of production structure, demand for farm products and use of 
inputs.The system's current applications and further ex-post analyses promise improvements in quality for 
the future, too. 

At the moment, work is progressing on the incorporation of the three new Member States (Austria, Finland 
and Sweden) in the SPEL/EU data. The question of the length of the ex-post depiction has so far not been 
decided. It does not appear feasible or desirable to include them in the SPEL/EU data from 1973. An initial 
version of the EUR 15 data will probably be available for testing by the end of 1995. 

Several times a year, the SPEL/EU data are updated to incorporate any new statistical information which 
has become available. Experience from previous years has shown that most of the (preliminary) statistical 
material for the past one or two years is subsequently revised by the statistical offices in the Member 
States. Individual time series, however, are sometimes revised retrospectively for the entire ex-post period, 
are no longer collected or new statistics become available. The Base System, and especially the Base 
Model, then need to be adapted accordingly. 
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Consequently, the data for the entire ex-post period are always included in the updating carried out at least 
twice a year (in spring and autumn). In the spring, the main item is the new available data for the animal 
sector. In the autumn, the new and often revised data from the Economic Accounts for Agriculture (EAA) 
and the crop production data are the main figures to be inserted. 

All SPEL/EU data updating work is carried out by Eurostat. 

Apart from these updating procedures for the Base System, the SPEL/EU-SFSS is used to update the 
SPEL/EU data up to the current year on the basis of preliminary statistics and trend forecasts. This type of 
"updating" or "monitoring" is dealt with in the next chapter. 

5.2. Short-term Forecast and Simulation System (SPEL/EU-SFSS) 

The aims of the SFSS are 

- to "update" the system on the basis of currently available information (to bridge the statistical time-lag), 
and 

- to produce forecasts and simulations of the effects of agricultural policy decisions up to one, or a 
maximum of two years ahead. 

The central hypothesis of the short-term model is that the major decisions on the initiation of the production 
process and the allocation of production factors have already been made. The production process can then 
be viewed as having already started so that most output and input variables can be forecast exogenously. 
Only those (limited) substitutions between products and factors which are feasible within a short time (e.g. 
substitutions between different feed categories) are explained endogenously by model mechanisms. 

The short-term forecasts and simulations are based on: 

- econometric trend analyses of all the input and output coefficients, production activity levels and input 
and output prices of the SPEL/EU database; 

- forecasts of exogenous trends by specialists (e.g. Eurostat officials working in the widest-ranging areas 
of statistics, and officials from the market divisions of the European Commission's Directorate-
General VI); 

- information on policy-determined variables and parameters, 

- consistency calculations using the accounting framework of the SPEL/EU System. 

The advantages of the activity-based SPEL approach are: 

- that the specific knowledge of experts from different fields of experience (changes in yields, input use, 
prices etc.) can be included and 

- that it covers criteria for specific policy tool variables (including production area, number of livestock, 
etc.). 

The main limitations of the short-term model stem from the fact that only the immediate effects on 
agricultural production and income are considered, but it does not take into account any allocational 
responses in the primary factors of labour and capital and the repercussions on investment and labour 
mobility which determine longer-term developments. 

5.2.1. Aims and Concept 

The SPEL/EU-SFSS has been designed for the following tasks: 
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- updating the statistical presentation and diagnosis of the current agricultural production and income 
situation in the EU Member States (monitoring); 

- short-term forecasts of production, price, income and demand developments, and 

- simulation of the short-term effects, on production and income, of changes in the CAP, especially the 
annual price proposals of the Council of Ministers of the European Union. 

The main idea is to make use of all types of relevant information, especially 
- trend analyses for variables determining developments in production, income and demand, 
- information from "early indicators", (e.g. the initiation of the production process, i.e. sown acreage or 

livestock numbers in stalls; meteorological factors, harvest estimates, etc.); 

- expert knowledge of specialists in specific fields (e.g. experts of the European Commission or Member 
States). 

The ABTA and MAC4 of the SPEL/EU System serve to combine all this information and adapt it for short-
term forecasts. The specific advantage of the SPEL System for this application is that it can be broken 
down to a level (e.g. yield or price trends for specific crop products) at which experts can apply their 
specific knowledge, or the results of early indicators can be taken into account. 

Before further details on the model structure and modelling procedure are presented, the timing of data 
availability and the identification of suitable forecast periods should be examined. 

5.2.2. Data Availability and Forecast Periods 

Most statistics only become available after a certain delay, in some cases of more than two or three years. 
Since the Base System (SPEL/EU-BS) is based on a large number of statistics from the most varied 
domains, those with the greatest time-lag are the limiting factor for updating the SPEL/EU data. Even if use 
is made of "preliminary results" and "preliminary estimates", the time-lag for establishing a "preliminary" 
specification of the ABTA and MAC is at least 1 to 2 years. 

Figure 6 shows, approximately, the availability of original (final and provisional) statistical data needed for 
an ex-post specification of the SPEL/EU data. In this figure, if "t" is the middle of the current year, it is clear 
that with a time lag of 2 years, only about 3/4 of the required original statistical data are available for 
updating the SPEL/EU data, of which only about 2/3 have the status of final data. Even after 3 years, about 
5 % of original statistical data are still missing, and only after 4 years is the "final" statistical database 
complete. 

This has an important consequence for the SPEL/EU data because it takes at least four years to update 
them. When new data become available (to replace estimates), or when final data replace provisional 
figures, the whole process of model specification has to be repeated. 

A further consequence is that there is only a small step between updating the SPEL/EU data for ex-post 
representation and using the SPEL/EU-SFSS for forecasts up to the current year. As has been shown, for 
updating the SPEL/EU data use is also made of estimates, while on the other hand for the application of the 
SPEL/EU-SFSS (e.g. for t-1) just a few statistical data are already sufficient. 

The base year for the SPEL/EU-SFSS is always the last year for which the SPEL/EU data (specified by the 
Base System) are available. If we assume a time-lag of 2 years for the SPEL/EU data, we have the 
following time-scale for the application of the SPEL/EU-SFSS: 

Activity Based Table of Account (ABTA) and Matrix of Activity Coefficients (MAC), cf. Chapter 4. 
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(t-2) base year (last year of the SPEL/EU data) 

(t-1 ) updating (first projection year) 

(t) current year (second projection year) 

(t+1 ) ex-ante forecast (third projection year). 

F i gu re 6: A v a i l a b i l i t y of S ta t i s t i ca l Data for Updat ing SPEL /EU Data and the 
SPEL/EU-SFSS 
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The results for the first projection year can be interpreted as a provisional updating for an ex-post period 
and are mainly based on early statistical indicators. 

The results for the second projection year may be regarded as either ex-post updates or ex-ante forecasts, 
depending on the timing of the forecasting exercise within the year. The time of forecasting determines 
whether these results are based more on early statistical indicators or on experts' estimates. They are the 
basis for a diagnosis of the current year. 

The results for the third (or fourth) projection year are ex-ante forecasts based as far as possible on 
experts' estimates and trend extrapolations. 

In the course of time, ex-ante forecasts can be compared with updating results, and later with preliminary 
and final results for the same year. Systematic comparative analyses of this kind have proved useful 
exercises for improving the quality of forecasts, in a continuous learning process. 

Usually, the SFSS is applied in the spring and autumn of each year and, if required, at other times as well, 
mostly for agricultural policy simulations. The "routine" application in the autumn focuses on the diagnosis 
of the current year (projection year t), which can usually be based on the updated SPEL/EU data of t-1. The 
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spring application is mainly an updating procedure in which the latest statistical data (early indicators) for 
t-1 are incorporated to improve the results of the previous autumn. 

5.2.3. SFSS Structure and Methodology 

5.2.3.1. Basic Approach 

The SFSS is directly based on the analytical framework of the SPEL/EU System, as defined by the 
identities of the Activity Based Table of Accounts (ABTA) (cf. Chapter 4). 

The ex-post updates and short-term forecasts are produced in two stages: 

- first, the individual (exogenous) variables of the ABTA and MAC are estimated; 
- then the individual forecasts are combined within the ABTA and MAC. 

During the updating period and in the very short period when the production process has already been 
initiated, most variables of the ABTA (yields, production levels, output and input prices, etc.) have to be 
regarded as exogenous variables. Then, the endogenous (residual) variables are used to balance the 
identities. The results are used for consistency and plausibility checks, and may serve as the starting point 
for well-defined data adjustment procedures. 

These calculations are performed year by year for each Member State and then aggregated for the EU as a 
whole. 

5.2.3.2. Forecasting of Individual Exogenous Variables 

Different data sources and forecasting methods are used, depending on whether the system is being 
updated for ex-post periods, or whether ex-ante forecasts are to be produced. 

For ex-post updates, in order to bridge the statistical gap, all available statistical information on the actual 
results of the variables is used. Preference is given to the use of preliminary (or even final) statistical data 
whenever they are already available. In other cases closely related variables (indicators) are used to derive 
estimates for the model variables. Only when no current information is available are estimates based on ex-
post trend analyses of ABTA variables. 

For ex-ante forecasts no precise data are available. The forecasts of most exogenous variables then have 
to be based on trend analyses of ABTA data or other related data (indicators). Policy-determined variables 
(administered prices, subsidies, quotas) are derived on the basis of specific policy scenarios or anticipated 
policy measures. 

Updates and forecasts for the current year are a blend of the above two cases since they are mainly based 
on ex-post trend analyses and assumptions for policy-determined variables, but in some cases information 
from "early indicators" (such as meteorological data, sowings in winter cereals areas, initial price 
information etc.) is available, which is incorporated into the forecasts. 

The forecasts produced by Eurostat from these data and by these procedures are called "system 
proposals" and have to be regarded as a starting point for subsequent forecasting work. However, it is 
evident that short-term developments are influenced by many factors which cannot be covered by formal 
econometric analysis. Developments are often affected by changes in trends (e.g. in the pig cycle) or 
random occurrences (such as droughts), but no solid statistical data or workable models are available to 
quantify these effects. Therefore, experts' judgment plays an important role in short-term analysis and is 
systematically incorporated in the SFSS forecasting procedure. 
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5.2.3.3. Incorporation of Experts' Judgment 

The results of the individual variable forecasts (system proposals) are submitted for assessment by experts 
who have a detailed knowledge of specific fields, e.g. developments in certain branches of production, 
trends in output and input prices etc. 

The expert receives for each variable (e.g. wheat yield, wheat production area) and country to be judged 
the results of the system proposal and documentation on the data and methods on which the forecast is 
based. For example, for wheat yields, the expert will receive a print-out of the chosen regression function 
(selected for best fit) and a plotted graph showing ex-post development and the ex-ante forecast. The task 
of the expert is to judge the forecast on the basis of all the information. The expert can accept the system 
proposal or modify it according to his/her subjective judgment. In the latter case, the expert proposal is 
documented and used in the subsequent forecasting procedure. Later when the forecasts can be compared 
with the actual situation, a check can be made of whether the expert's judgment has improved the forecast 
result and if so, to what extent. 

Experience has shown that the expert's judgment usually improves the quality of short-term forecasts 
considerably. Therefore, the cooperation of experts is an indispensable element of the 3PEL/EU-SFSS 
(and probably any other reliable short-term forecasting work for agricultural production and income). 

5.2.3.4. Integration of Forecasts for Individual Variables within the ABTA Accounting Framework 

The forecast results for the individual exogenous variables are fed into the ABTA identity system. Then, in a 
series of recursive calculations, the residual endogenous variables (e.g. stock changes) can be derived by 
which the entire system can be specified (cf. WOLF 1995, Part 4). 

By definition, the results of the forecasts are formally consistent within the framework of the ABTA, but this 
does not necessarily mean that the results are economically plausible in every respect. Therefore, the 
whole set of results is given a thorough review and plausibility check by Eurostat, which can result in further 
data adjustments. To exclude any arbitrary decisions, all stages are well documented and copies can be 
ordered by the user of the forecast results. 

5.2.4. SFSS Status and Outlook 

The SFSS has been used regularly since the middle of the 1980s. It is applied at least twice a year, usually 
in autumn and spring, and on special request, especially for simulations of the effects of agricultural policy 
decisions. 

Simulations of the effects of agricultural policy decisions have mainly been concerned with the analysis of 
the short-term effects on incomes of alternative agricultural price proposals. The SFSS is also used to 
generate an up-to-date base year solution for the application of the Medium-term Forecast and Simulation 
System (SPEL/EU-MFSS) (cf. Chapter 5.3). 

Overall, the SFSS has proved a useful tool for short-term forecasts and simulations of the effects of 
agricultural policy decisions. A number of systematic forecast checks undertaken at the end of the 1980s 
support this view. Other differentiated systematic ex-post forecast checks are planned for the next 18 
months. A further step towards improving SFSS forecasts might be to incorporate experts' judgment 
systematically and not just occasionally as hitherto, not only at EU level, but also at Member State level. 
This would also stimulate communication between both levels on forecasting matters and contribute to a 
better understanding of the SPEL System. 
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5.3. Medium-term Forecast and Simulation System (SPEL/EU-MFSS) 

5.3.1. Aims and Requirements 

The MFSS was designed to be used for policy-oriented analyses, forecasts and simulation calculations. 
The idea was to create a model for agricultural administration by the European Commission and to promote 
dialogue with policy-makers. This resulted in the following specifications: 

• the MFSS had to be transparent, so that policy-makers could follow the workings of the model and the 
data flow; 

• it had to be highly detailed (the activity-based approach), so that account could be taken of individual 
variables relating to policy objectives and tools; 

• it also had to be up-to-date and flexible, so that the latest data could be input and the reference year 
for forecasts and simulations would reflect the current situation; 

• above all, however, the model had to have sound forecasting qualities, so that it could not only 
explain basic links (as academic models often do), but also provide highly accurate numerical 
forecasts for the most important variables relating to policy objectives (agricultural income, output, 
self-sufficiency level). 

These requirements largely determined the methodological design and basic structure of the MFSS. One 
important feature is the modular structure, which is based on the unit construction principle. This 
allows individual components (supply, demand and external trade components) and sub-models to be 
produced and applied piecemeal, but is also designed to allow the various components to be combined into 
an overall system. The next section examines the structure of the MFSS and then takes a brief look at the 
experience so far gained with it. 

5.3.2. MFSS Methodological Design 

5.3.2.1. The Supply Component 

The supply component explains how agricultural production adapts to basic economic changes, and in 
particular to administered agricultural prices and other agricultural policy measures affecting production. 

When the supply component is applied in isolation for policy-related simulations which have hitherto been a 
priority, agricultural policy and other economic parameters are entered in the form of scenarios. The model 
then shows how output will adapt and how income will be generated in response to a given scenario. Under 
the overall system (see ch. 5.3.2.2.) agricultural pricing is then explained endogenously in terms of the 
interplay between supply, domestic demand and international agricultural trade, and taking the influence of 
policy into account. 

For the design of the supply component, the two main concerns were an up-to-date reference base and 
sound forecasting ability. This was the main reason why the following two-stage approach was chosen: 

(1) During the first stage, trend-based projections for all individual components in the SPEL matrix are 
produced using the SPEL/EU-BS time series (the approach is similar to that used in the SFSS, but for the 
medium term). These comprise detailed analyses of ex-post trends, consistency checks and expert 
assessments, particularly from the specialised departments of the European Commission's DG VI. 
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(2) During the second stage, the reactions to the changes in agricultural policy and general economic 
conditions (compared with trend developments) are calculated. Modelling for the second stage is based on 
three interrelated sub-models: 

• The price expectation model explains the price expectations of farmers on the basis of past 
experience and prices administered under a given policy. 

• The yield model then shows how production intensity (input use and yield per unit of production 
activity) adapts to the anticipated input and output prices. These calculations are based on 
production functions for the individual categories of crop and livestock products, and on the 
assumption that farmers determine input use and thus the level of yields per hectare/animal 
according to profit-maximizing principles. 

• The central activity model shows the level of production activities as a function of changes in 
the value-added per unit of the production activities. Calculations are based on the concept of 
value-added elasticities, which was developed specifically for this purpose (WEBER 1992 and 
1995). This seems to be more plausible than the conventional use of price elasticities, as the 
profitability of production activities also depends on input prices and technical progress. The 
specification of elasticities is based on comprehensive econometric estimates of the Institut für 
Agrarpolitik of the University of Bonn (WOLFGARTEN 1991) and detailed studies of specialist 
literature. These are combined to create a complete matrix of own and cross value-added 
elasticities in a specially developed linear-planning calibration process (WEBER 1992 and 1995) 
which also includes symmetry and homogeneity as theoretical constraints. 

The individual sub-models are interlinked recursively, so that in a given year price expectations can be 
used as a basis for calculating first the way in which production intensity adapts within each type of activity, 
and then how the level of activity adapts to meet changes in value-added (which, in addition to technical 
progress and changes in production and factor prices, also reflect changes in production intensity). 
Similarly, models for individual calendar years are interlinked by a recursive-dynamic procedure to depict 
how the agricultural sector might develop in the medium term. 

The results of the different sub-models are integrated in the sectoral accounting framework of the Activity-
Based Table of Accounts (ABTA) (cf. Chapter 4.). 

5.3.2.2. The Complete SPEL/EU-MFSS 

After the system had been developed, work began on developing further components of the overall SPEL 
System in the early 1990s. 

The demand component includes the various components of domestic use of raw and processed 
agricultural products outside the agricultural production sector (food demand, feed use, seed use, industrial 
use and processing) and stock changes outside the agricultural production sector. A direct link to the 
supply component exists via the sales activities for raw agricultural products and the purchase activities for 
seed and feedingstuffs of the supply component. The central area of food demand is recorded using an 
elasticity-based analysis and forecasting system (SCHEIN 1993). 

The external trade component was derived from a world trade model developed under a special research 
project for DG VI of the European Commission (HENRICHSMEYER ET AL. 1994). This was designed as a non-
spatial equilibrium model and (in its most comprehensive version) distinguishes between 24 different 
countries or regions of the world and contains supply and demand functions for 45 agricultural products. It 
allows derivation of the net trade functions between the EU and the rest of the world, which are integrated 
into the SPEL System as the "external trade component". For a more detailed analysis of the effects of the 
European Union's agricultural policy on foreign trade, the SPEL/EU-MFSS and world trade model can be 
iteratively linked by a recursive-dynamic procedure. 
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Figure 7: Design of the Complete SPEL System 
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Figure 7 shows how the various components are interlinked in the overall system. In it, agricultural pricing 
is derived from the interplay between supply, domestic demand and international trade and taking policy 
influence into account. Market clearing is one of the central constraints of this process. The combination of 
the results of the supply component (output and intra-branch consumption), demand component (use and 
stock changes outside the agricultural production sector) and external trade component (net trade) allows 
complete physical supply balance sheets to be produced. 

The various components of the overall system come together as a non-linear programming model for 
individual calender years. Recursive-dynamic links allow developments in the agricultural sector of the EU 
Member States to be charted whilst taking account of international trade links. This flexible approach allows 
complex policy scenarios (EC agricultural reform, GATT decisions, etc.) to be depicted whilst enhancing 
transparency and intelligibility at the same time. 

5.3.3. Applications for the SPEL/EU-MFSS 

Since the late 1980s, the MFSS supply component has been used several times a year for policy-related 
simulations, and especially for preparing agricultural price proposals and EU agricultural reform. Topics for 
which detailed analyses have been carried out include the following: 

1985 European Commission Green Paper 

1988 Phasing-out of monetary compensatory amounts 

1988/89 Introduction of stabilizer regulations 

1990 Reduction of price support in the light of the GATT negotiations 

1991 European Commission's proposal for CAP reform (McSharry proposal) 

1992 Council of Ministers Decision on CAP reform. 
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Much experience has since been gained with model applications for various situations and policy scenarios. 
It has also been possible to check various ex-ante projections on the basis of actual developments. On the 
whole, the SPEL/EU-MFSS supply component has proved a robust and reliable forecasting tool. 

Modelling the drastic policy changes inherent in the CAP reform proved a special challenge. These 
simulations likewise produced plausible results that were borne out by the basic trends visible today (cf. 
HENRICHSMEYER 1995). In a few years' time it will be possible to check these forecasts more closely, too. 

The overall system is largely complete and is currently undergoing intensive testing in the form of ex-post 
and ex-ante forecasts. This means that for the next policy-related forecasts and simulations, it will be 
possible to apply the overall system (the MFSS supply model and world trade model) for the first time in 
addition to the tried and tested instruments. 

6. OUTLOOK FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
With the development of the overall model described above, the SPEL System - as a comprehensive 
information system for policy-making - has been rounded off and reached a certain conclusion. We now 
have at our disposal a set of mutually compatible sub-components - a model for integrated data collection, 
consistency checks and ex-post analysis of agricultural developments (SPEL/EU-BS), a system for 
diagnosing current sectoral developments and generating short-term forecasts and simulations (SPEL/EU-
SFSS), and a comprehensive modelling system for medium-term forecasts and simulations (SPEL/EU-
MFSS). 

Furthermore, the data generated by work on SPEL opens up a number of possibilities for follow-up work by 
scientific and ministerial working parties in the individual Member States. Eurostat has introduced a wide 
range of possibilities for accessing the SPEL database. 

As for the immediate future, the revision of the European System of Integrated Economic Accounts (ESA 
1995) scheduled for the end of 1995 and the consequent revision of the methodology of the Economic 
Accounts for Agriculture will make adjustments to the definitions of the model system necessary. 

In the field of "academic modelling", the development of a long-term model for the agricultural sector is 
planned as a follow-up project that takes explicit account of the primary factors of labour and capital and 
includes the dynamic links between resource allocation, output, income generation and adjustment of factor 
capacity (capital formation, mobility of labour). Preparatory work on an exploratory research topic of this 
type is currently under way at Bonn University's Institute for Agricultural Policy. It remains to be seen 
whether a simplified version of such a model might subsequently prove suitable for inclusion in a SPEL-
type information system for policy-makers. 

Another line for further development is that of adding more sub-components to the current SPEL System. 
Various preliminary studies have been carried out which allow the cost and usefulness of the various 
conceivable directions for further development to be assessed. The simplest would be to add to the income 
calculation incomes from non-agricultural income sources, provided the calculations performed for Eurostat 
(EUROSTAT 1995b) are accepted as a sufficiently precise source of information. The various income 
sources could be combined into a fairly simply structured total income module including not only final ex-
post results but also projection and simulation possibilities. This would of course involve a switchover from 
the "agriculture" production sector to the "private households" sector and in this particular case "private 
agricultural households". The agricultural production of non-agricultural households would then have to be 
listed separately (as a sort of residual). 

Extensive preliminary work and model tests have been carried out for a budget module depicting the 
effects of alternative policy scenarios on the development of EU market regulation costs (WEBER 1992). 
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Any further extension would require the inclusion of information from the European Commission and 
therefore would only be possible in close cooperation with the appropriate department of DG VI. 

There are two directions for further differentiation and extension of the policy-related SPEL System: 
first, a stylised regional differentiation of the model, and second, the incorporation of certain agricultural-
environmental aspects, providing these can be recorded in a blanket model for the EU and are relevant to 
the EU. 

A regional differentiation of the SPEL System - or at least a rough regional differentiation - is needed to 
depict the increasing régionalisation of agricultural policy (set-aside measures, regionally differentiated 
transfer payments, quota regulations). Taking a blanket model for the EU as a whole, however, this could 
only be a roughly stylised régionalisation (at the level of NUTS II regions), which could basically record only 
the sectoral impact of regionally differentiated measures and explain how repercussions differed from one 
region to the next. Analyses for specific regions would have to be done in situ by working groups (cf. 
GARCÍA ALVAREZ-COQUE 1995, p. 70). However, the results produced by an overall, roughly regionalised 
SPEL System could be used to construct an economic framework for regional case studies which is 
consistent with overall sectoral developments at EU level (and which would otherwise be virtually 
impossible to produce). Initial exploratory attempts to produce a roughly stylised regional version of the 
SPEL System have shown that the mere inclusion of official statistical data available at NUTS II level 
(yields, cultivated areas, livestock numbers, etc.) leads to a clear and generally plausible regional 
presentation of results (FROHBERG 1993) and that the requisite effort is within acceptable limits. 

Once a regionalised SPEL System has been produced, it would then be possible, at little extra cost, to 
incorporate a number of environmental indicators that are relevant at EU level into the system. The most 
conceivable items would be regional nitrogen balances and indicators for recording gases emitted by the 
farming industry into the atmosphere. Nitrogen balances provide an indicator of the potential threat to soil 
and water, particularly groundwater. The crucial advantage of their integration into an economic forecasting 
and simulation system over the static ex-post balances that are frequently calculated is that such a system 
can record the impact of changes in basic agricultural and environmental policy (e.g. CAP reform, a 
nitrogen tax and/or limitation of livestock density). Investigations carried out using RAUMIS, an agricultural-
environmental model with detailed regional breakdown devised for the Federal Republic of Germany, show 
how great the analysis potential is in policy-making terms (STROTMANN 1992, WEINGARTEN 1995). 

On the whole, the possibilities inherent in régionalisation and in incorporating environmental indicators 
confirm that the modular approach of the SPEL System again allows flexible (and technically 
straightforward) adjustments to be made to changing problems and issues relevant to policy-making. 
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A.1. Crop Production 

Products 

Soft Wheat 
Durum Wheat 
Rye and Mesiin 
Barley 
Oats 
Maize 
Other Cereals (excl. Rice) 
Paddy Rice 
Pulses 
Potatoes 
Sugar Beets 
Rape and Turnip Rape Seed 
Sunflower Seed 
Soya Beans 
Olives for Oil 
Other Oilseeds and Oleaginous Fruit 
Flax and Hemp 
Tobacco Unmanufactured 
Other Industrial Crops 
Cauliflowers 
Tomatoes 
Other Vegetables 
Apples, Pears and Peaches 
Other Fruits 
Citrus Fruits 
Table Grapes 
Table Olives 
Grapes for Table Wne 
Grapes for Other Wine 
Nursery Plants 
Flowers, Ornamental Plants etc. 
Other Final Crop Products 

Other Root Crops 
Green Fodder 
Silage 
Hay (dry weight) 
Straw Fed 

Production Activities 

Soft Wheat 
Durum Wheat 
Rye and Mesiin 
Barley 
Oats 
Maize 
Other Cereals (excl. Rice) 
Paddy Rice 
Pulses 
Potatoes 
Sugar Beets 
Rape and Turnip Rape Seed 
Sunflower Seed 
Soya Beans 
Olives for Oil 
Other Oilseeds 
Flax and Hemp 
Tobacco Unmanufactured 
Other Industrial Crops 
Cauliflowers 
Tomatoes 
Other Vegetables 
Apples, Pears and Peaches 
Other Fruits 
Citrus Fruits 
Table Grapes 
Table Olives 
Table Wine 
Other Wine 
Nursery Plants 
Flowers, Ornamental Plants etc. 
Other Final Crop Products 

Other Root Crops 
Grass/Grazings 
Fodder Plants on Arable Land 

Fallow Land 
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A.2. Animal Production 

Products 

Milk of cows 
Beef 
Veal 
Pork 
Milk of Ewes and Goats 
Sheepmeat and Goatmeat 
Eggs 
Poultrymeat 
Other Animal Products 
Raw Wool 

Calves 
Heifers 
Dairy Cows 
Piglets 
Lambs 
Chicks 
Male adult cattle 
Suckler Cows 
Nitrogen from Manure 
Phosphate from Manure 
Potassium from Manure 

Production Activities 

Dairy Cows 
Male Adult Cattle for Fattening 
Calves for Fattening 
Pigs for Fattening 
Ewes and Goats 
Sheep and Goats for Fattening 
Laying Hens 
Poultry for Fattening 
Other Animals 

Suckling Calves 
Calves, rearing 
Heifers 
Pig Breeding 
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A.3. Input Items 

Input Items 

Nitrogenous Mineral Fertilizer 
Phosphatic Mineral Fertilizer 
Potassio Mineral Fertilizer 
Lime Fertilizer 
Nitrogen from Manure 
Phosphate from Manure 
Potassium from Manure 
Seed Inputs 
Plant Protection 
Fodder: Cereals (incl. Rice) 
Fodder: Rich Protein 
Fodder: Rich Energy 
Fodder: Milk and Milk Products 
Fodder: dried (not marketable) 
Fodder: fresh and ensilaged 

(not marketable) 
Fodder: other 
Input Calves 
Input Heifers 
Input Cows 
Input Piglets 
Input Bulls 
Input Lambs 
Input Chicks 
Input Animal Imports (EAA) 
Pharmaceutical Input 
Losses on Farm 
Variable Costs: Repairs 
Variable Costs: Energy 
Variable Costs: Water 
Variable Costs: Other Inputs 
Overheads: Repairs 
Overheads: Energy 
Overheads: Other Inputs 

Value Added 
Gross Value Added Market Prices 
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